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THE RAYLEIGH-SCHRÖDINGER EXPANSION OF THE

GIBBS STATE OF A CLASSICAL HEISENBERG FERROMAGNET

BY

WILLIAM G. FAR1S

Abstract. The equilibrium Gibbs state of a classical Heisenberg ferromagnet is a

probability measure on an infinite product of spheres. The Kirkwood-Salsburg

equations may be iterated to produce a convergent high temperature expansion of

this measure about a product measure. Here we show that this expansion may also

be obtained as the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion of the ground state eigenvector

of a differential operator. The operator describes a Markovian time evolution of

the ferromagnet.

1. Introduction. The simplest statistical mechanical systems are magnets. We

think of a spin variable associated with each molecular site in a crystal. The

properties of such a crystal should be simpler in the limit of infinite volume, since

this is the proper description of bulk matter, independent of size and boundary

effects. Thus we may as well take the crystal to be infinite in the first place.

In the classical Heisenberg model the sites consist of the set Z" of integer lattice

points in »»-dimensional space. (Of course v ■■ 3 is most important for statistical

mechanics.) The unit sphere S in «-dimensional Euclidean space, n > 1, describes

the possible spin directions at a single site. (Here again n = 3 is most natural.) The

space of possible configurations of the model ferromagnet is the product space

2 = (S)z\ A point a in 2 thus assigns to eachj in the crystal Z'a spin direction Oj

in S. Note that the Ising model is the case n = 1. From now on, however, we

restrict our attention to the continuous spin case n > 2.

A state ju is a probability measure on 2. If / is a measurable function on 2, its

expectation will be denoted <ju,/>. Thus / may be thought of as a random

variable. One state of interest is the product ¡Xq = (w)z' of normalized surface

measures w on the spheres. In this state the vector-valued random variables o, are

independent. This corresponds to the situation at infinite temperature.

We are primarily interested in the Gibbs state of equilibrium statistical mecha-

nics for fixed finite temperature. We let ß > 0 be the inverse temperature. For

ß > 0 we expect the spins q, to have a tendency to align. Below a certain critical

temperature, that is for ß sufficiently large, we might expect a variety of Gibbs

states, corresponding to different directions of magnetization of the crystal as a

whole. Thus we expect a qualitative change at a certain critical temperature. This

leads us to expect that the Gibbs state will be analytic in temperature only in a
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neighborhood of infinite temperature (that is ß = 0) down to the critical tempera-

ture.

The formal expression for the energy of a configuration a is given by a sum of

scalar products of spins at nearest neighbor sites in the crystal by

H = -\ S      2      Oj-ok. (1.1)

Thus when adjacent spins are aligned the energy is lower than when they are

pointing in different directions. The Gibbs state is given formally by <u,/> =

<jn0, p/y/Z, where p = exp(-ßH) and Z = <u0, p> is a normalization constant.

Of course these expressions involving divergent sums over the entire crystal are

highly ambiguous.

The rigorous definition of Gibbs state is usually in terms of specified conditional

probabilities of configurations of spins in a finite subset of the crystal as functions

of the spins outside the subset. These equations may be iterated to give Kirkwood-

Salsburg type expansions. Actually, in the present context the natural expansion is

the one introduced by Gruber and Merlini [3] for the Ising model. This was

generalized to classical Heisenberg models by Israel [5]. These techniques show that

the Gibbs state is indeed uniquely determined for small ß. We know by the work of

Fröhlich, Simon, and Spencer [2] that it is not unique for v > 3 and large ß.

Magnets magnetize at low enough temperature.

In this paper we give a definition of an equilibrium state fi as a normalized

eigenvector of an operator in the space of measures C(2)*. (We do not discuss here

the question of whether this definition is rigorously equivalent to the usual

definition of Gibbs state.) We show that the expansion of /x about u^ in powers of ß

is simply the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion of the eigenvector. We also prove

that it converges for small ß. The analysis is complicated by the need to introduce

a different Banach space for the proof of convergence. This seems to be a problem

with all Kirkwood-Salsburg type expansions; convergence in the usual norm on

measures is just too much to hope for. In the work of Gruber and Merlini [3] the

space is defined by a supremum of the absolute values of the measure on group

characters. Israel [5] extended the analysis to compact groups and their homoge-

neous spaces. Our use of spherical harmonics is similar to that in the paper of

Israel. The difference is that he deals with multiplication operators and exploits the

Banach algebra property of functions with absolutely convergent expansions in

spherical harmonics. We use differential operators and have to deal with their

unbounded nature. The advantage of the present approach is that it exhibits the

connection of the expansions in statistical mechanics with the traditional sort of

eigenvalue problem.

There is already considerable work in this direction for the Ising model. In this

case the operators are infinite matrices which generate Markov processes. Holley

and Stroock [4] have studied high temperature expansions for the equilibrium states

and discussed the equivalence with Gibbs states. In the present work, however, the

operators are differential operators in infinitely many dimensions which generate
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Markov diffusion processes. These continuous spin diffusion processes have been

shown to exist in previous work [1] and this paper is a first study of their properties.

2. The zero eigenvalue problem. The definition of equilibrium state in this section

is as the solution of a certain eigenvalue problem. The analysis is simplified by

the fact that the eigenvalue is known to be zero. Thus we need only solve for

the eigenvector. As a consequence, the ordinarily rather complicated Rayleigh-

Schrodinger expansion will take the form of a geometric series.

The space of spin configurations is 2 = Sz'. For each j in Z" there is a

projection my. 2 —» S defined by tTjO = a,.. If h is a function on S, then TTj*h is the

function lifted to 2 defined by TTj*h(a) = h(TTjo) = h(oj). An analogous map wf

may be used to lift differential forms from S1 to 2.

If / is a function on 2, and j is in Z", we may fix the values ak for k ¥^j and

regard / as a function of oj in S. We may take the differential and then lift back to

2. This defines they'th partial differential dj.

The configuration space 2 is a product of spheres. The Laplace operator acting

on functions on the n — 1 sphere S, n > 2, is defined to be A = Vg'xd, where d is

the differential and V is the covariant differential and g"1 is the inverse metric

tensor which converts this into a scalar. They'th partial Laplace operator acting on

functions on 2 is defined to be Aj = A- = Vjg~xdj, where the partial differentials are

taken with respect to a,. The Laplace operator acting on functions on 2 is then

A = 2y Aj. We may regard this as the infinite-dimensional Laplace operator
A = A = Vg~xd.

This Laplace operator A = A is certainly well defined on smooth functions that

depend on only finitely many spins. It is natural to extend A to a somewhat larger

class of functions on 2 by requiring that A be a closed operator in the Banach

space C(2) of continuous functions on 2. Since exp(/y4) = exp(í2y Aj) =

Ii, exp(tAj) is well defined as an operator on C(2) for t > 0, A is in fact the

infinitesimal generator of a Markovian semigroup of operators on C(2). In fact, it

corresponds to a Brownian motion acting independently on each spin. To get

something more interesting, we need some kind of interaction between spins.

The Hamiltonian H is supposed to provide this interaction, but it is not a

well-defined function on 2. However the partial differentials

djH = -    2      dj(ok-Oj) (2.1)
\k-j\ = \

are sums with 2v terms and so are well-defined differential forms. In fact the

differential dH = 2y djH is well defined on tangent vectors to 2 that represent

changes at only finitely many sites, since then only finitely many summands

contribute. Thus local energy changes dH are available to define the interaction.

We may thus introduce operators B} = -ßdjHg~xdj which differentiate the^'th

spin and define B = 2, Bj as the interaction operator. We may think of this as

B = -ßdHg~xd. It is a first order differential operator, defined on smooth functions

on 2 that depend on only finitely many spins. Notice that the term Bj depends not

only on Oj but on the ak of the 2v neighboring spins.
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If we write 9kJ for the angle from ak to Oj, then

djH = - 2   dj cos 9kJ =     2     sin 9kJdj9kJ. (2.2)
\k-j\ \k-j\-\

Define dj/d9kJ = dj9kJg~xdj, where the inverse metric tensor g"1 converts the form

dj9kJ and the differential dj into a scalar. Then

Bj = ß    2      4-(<v *>-I4 --0    2     sin^.8/3^- (23>
i*-y|-i i*-y|-i

The flow defined by Bj tries to bring they'th spin into alignment with its neighbors.

The operator A + B is the sum of Brownian motion and aligning components. It

may also be regarded as a closed operator in the Banach space C(2). It has been

shown [1] that A + B generates a Markovian semigroup exp(t(A + B)), t > 0, of

operators on C(2). Since (A + B)\ = 0, the semigroup leaves 1 invariant. The

adjoint semigroup exp(t(A + B))* acting on the space C(2)* of measures describes

a time evolution of probability measures on 2. Such a probability measure u is

called an equilibrium state if exp(/(^4 + B))*li = u for all t > 0. It is easy to see

that this is equivalent to (A + B)*¡x = 0. This is the equation for an eigenvector

with zero eigenvalue. It has been shown [1] that equilibrium states exist. Thus the

main question is uniqueness.

These measures ju, will not usually have a density with respect to the product

measure Hq. But if we introduce a formal density p, the zero eigenvalue equation

becomes

A*p+ B*p = Vg~x(dp + ßdHp) = 0. (2.4)

This has an obvious solution dp/p = -ßdH or p = exp(-ßH)/Z. Thus, on a

formal level, Gibbs states appear to be equilibrium states.

The zero eigenvalue equation has an obvious rigorous solution for ß = 0, namely

A*fi0 = 0. In the general case it is possible to transform the equation into a form

suitable for iteration. For this we need to invert A. This can be done using its

eigenfunctions.

Let p be an integer > 0. Let Hp be the space of spherical harmonics on the

sphere 5 of degree p. This is the eigenspace of A with eigenvalue X(p) =

-p(p + n — 2). Let u be the normalized surface measure on the sphere S. Then A

is selfadjoint in the Hilbert space L2(S, w) and the direct sum of the spaces Hp is

L\S, <o).

The Hilbert space L2(S, <S) is isomorphic to the subspace ttj*L2(S, u>) of the

Hilbert space L2(2, Hq) obtained by lifting functions from S to 2. Let / be a

function from Z" to integers > 0 which is zero except at finitely many points.

Define H¡ = C3> . ttj*H1 as the space of linear combinations of products of elements

of the spaces ttj*H¡. Then H, is an eigenspace of Aj = Ay with eigenvalue X(lj). The

direct sum of the H¡ is the entire Hilbert space L2(2, jUq).

The eigenvalues of A = 2, Aj are X(l) = 2, X(lj). These are nonzero except on

the one-dimensional space H0 spanned by 1. Thus if h is in the orthogonal

complement, that is (¡Uo, /i> = 0, then we may define A~xh in the orthogonal
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complement in such a way that A A xh = h. We make the convention that A x\ =

0. Thus we may write an arbitrary/as/ = h + <rio,/)l and obtain

AA-f=AA-ih = h=f-<ii0,fy\. (2.5)

Proposition 1. The equations (A + B)*n = 0 and <u, 1> = 1 imply that </jt,/>

+ < fi, BA "'/) = < ¡Iq, /) for all f in the space D of finite linear combinations of

elements of the various spaces H¡.

This proposition follows from the fact that the operator A "' leaves D invariant

and A and B are defined on all of D. Thus

0 = ((A + B)*p, A-lf} = <ll,(A+ B)A-Xf}

= </*,/- <Mo,/>l + BA~xf) = </x, (1 + BA~x)f} - <Mo,/>.

Since D is dense in C(2), any probability measure is determined by its restriction

to D. Thus in order to prove uniqueness, it is sufficient to solve the above equation

for functionals on D. If u is a probability measure, we may define A~x*B*ß by

(A-x*B*n,fy = <_B*ii,A-xf) = <u, BA-f) for/in D. Then A~x*B*n is a func-

tional on D. The equation in Proposition 1 then takes the form

p. + A~x*B*ll = juo. (2.6)

The  Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion in this case is just the geometric series

expansion of jit = (1 + A~x*B*)'xnQ.

3. The Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion. The simplest case of continuous spin is

when n = 2 and the n — 1 spheres S are circles. This is called the plane rotor. The

operators A and B are A = 2, d2/d9j2 and B = -ß'Zj 2|*_,1 = 1 sin(Ö, - 9k)d/d9j.

The product state ¡Iq satisfies A*li0 = 0 and the equilibrium state ¡i satisfies

(A + B)*n = 0.

Theorem 1. For the plane rotor in v dimensions with nearest neighbor interaction

the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion for the equilibrium state u in powers of ß about

fi0 converges for 2vß < 1.

Since the expansion determines the value of li on a dense set in C(2) within its

radius of convergence, this theorem proves that the equilibrium state is unique at

high temperature. The upper bound on the critical temperature is the number 2v of

nearest neighbors.

We proceed to the proof. The space of spherical harmonics of degree lj on they'th

circle is spanned by exp(ilj9j) and exp(-/'//f9/) for lj > 1 and by 1 for lj = 0. It is

more convenient in this case to use instead the one-dimensional spaces spanned by

exp(/^) for lj an arbitrary integer. Thus for each function I: Z" ^>Z which is zero

except at finitely many points, we define e¡ = exp(H9) = exp(/2, lj9j) =

Ily exp(/^0y.). The Fourier coefficients of a measure u on 2 = Sz' are defined to be

(1(1) = <i*, e,}. We define a norm || ju|| = || ß.\\x. We shall see that

p-'**VII < 2,/BH Mil (3.1)
in this norm.
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We must estimate

\{A'x*B*it, e,y\ = |<u, BA-Xe,}\ < £ |<M> Wl- (3.2)
j

We know that A~xe¡ = -l/(27 lj2)e¡ for / =£ 0. Furthermore, Ä, is the sum of 4v

terms of the form (±iß/2) exp( + i9k) exp(± i9j)d/d9j. It follows that BjA_Ie, is the

sum of 4p terms of the form (±ß/2)lJ/(ZJ l2)er. Furthermore |<u, er>| = |/2(/')|

< || MIL-Thus

K/x, ̂"»e,» < 2^(S |/,l)/ (S //)ll AIL < 2i01| M||. (3.3)

This estimate shows that if 2^>S < 1, then A~X*B* is an operator with norm < 1.

Thus the zero eigenvalue equation has a convergent geometric series solution. This

proves the theorem.

Remark. The reason why the exp(il9) are such nice basis functions is that they

are eigenvectors of the generator T = 2, 9/90, of simultaneous rotations. Since Bj

commutes with T, it leaves each eigenspace of T invariant. Thus the eigenvalue

»2/ lj of T is preserved by B,. At high temperature it follows from the expansion

that </x, e,> ^ 0 only for 2,^ = 0. Thus there is no symmetry breaking in

perturbation theory. Of course this can fail at low temperature when it is not

unique. A choice of ii may single out a particular direction, even though the

Hamiltonian is rotation invariant.

Theorem 2. For the classical Heisenberg model in v dimensions with nearest

neighbor interaction the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion of the equilibrium state u in

powers of ß about li0 converges for 8i>ß < 1.

Again this implies that the state is unique at high temperature. The proof follows

the same lines as the proof for the plane rotor. However when n > 3 the rotation

group that acts on the n — 1 sphere S is no longer commutative, and this

complicates the analysis. We must deal with spherical harmonics.

We begin with some general facts about spherical harmonics. The book of Stein

and Weiss [7] is an excellent reference. Let 5 be the unit n — 1 sphere in R" with

normalized surface measure w. For each integer p > 0, let A be the space of

harmonic polynomials that are homogeneous of degree p. The elements y of Ap are

characterized by the two equations A„v = 0 and rdy/dr = py of Laplace and Euler.

Here A„ is the Laplacian in n-dimensional space. It is related to the angular

Laplacian A by

A„ = (l/r"-x)d/dr(rn-x)d/dr + (l/r2)A

= (l/r2){(rd/dr)2 + (n - 2)rd/dr + A). (3.4)

Let Hp, the space of spherical harmonics of degree p, consist of the restrictions of

the elements of A to S. It follows that A Y = X(p) Y where X(p) = -p(p + n — 2)

for Y in Hp. The direct sum of the spaces Hp is L2(S, w).

Let e be a fixed vector in S. The basic object under consideration is the function

on S defined by se = s ■ e = cos 9, where 9 is the angle from 5 in S to the fixed
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point e in S. Its differential is dse = d cos 9 = -sin 9d9 and the corresponding

differential operator is dseg~xd = -sin 9d9g~xd = -sin 09/90.

Lemma 1. The operator dseg~xd restricted to the space Hp of spherical harmonics of

degree p has norm bounded by (—X(p))X/r2.

To prove this, let xe = x ■ e be the linear functional on R" whose restriction to S

is se. Then the restriction of dxe is dse. Since dxe has length one, dxeg~xdxe = 1, it

follows that dse has length less than one, dseg~xdse < 1. By the Schwarz inequality

\dseg'xdY\2 < dYg~xdY. Hence

<«, \dseg-xdY\2y < <«, d¥g'xdYy = -<«, YVg~xdYy = -<«, Fat>. (3.5)

If Y is in Hp, the right-hand side is -A(p)<co, |T|2>. This estimate proves the

lemma.

Lemma 2. The operator multiplication by se and the operator dseg'xd both send Hp

into Hp_x® Hp+X.

For the proof we use the linear functional xe = x ■ e on R". Let Y in Hp be the

restriction of y in A to S. Then xj is a polynomial of degree p + 1. Thus its

restriction se Y is a sum of spherical harmonics of degree < p + 1. By the same

reasoning, if Z is in Hq for some q < p — 2, then seZ is a sum of spherical

harmonics of degree < p — 1. But then <«, ieTZ> = <<o, TieZ> = 0, so seY is

orthogonal to Hq. This implies that se Y must be in the direct sum of Hp_ „ TT,, and

Hp+i- Under space inversion y goes to (-Vfy and x¿y goes to (-\y+xy. Thus x^y

has opposite parity from y and so its restriction se Y has no component in Hp. The

conclusion is that se Y must be in Hp_, © 7//J +,.

Now write x' = x/r and x¿ = x' • e = xe/r, where r2 = x ■ x. Then xe = rx'e =

r cos 0, where 9 is the angle between x and the unit vector e. The decomposition of

i/xe into radial and tangential parts is

dxe = x'edr + rdx'e = cos 9dr — r sin 9d9. (3.6)

The corresponding decomposition of the vector field obtained by applying the

inverse g~x of the metric tensor g on R" gives

d/dxe = x;3/9r + rdx'eg~xd = cos 09/9r - (1/r) sin 9d/W. (3.7)

If y is in Ap, this gives

rdx'eg-xdy = - (1/r) sin 09y/¿0 = 9y/9xe - (\/r2)pxey. (3.8)

Notice that 3y/9xe is in Ap_x. Let T and If in Hp and r7    i be the restrictions of y

and 9y/9xe. When we restrict to S we obtain

dseg~xdY = -sin 9dY/d9 = W - pse Y. (3.9)

Since se Y = cos 0T is already known to be in H , © Hp +,, this proves the lemma.

Remark. Lemma 2 as stated above does not give the explicit form of the

decomposition into components in Hp_x and Hp+X, but only states a selection rule

to the effect that no other components can occur. This is in the spirit of the

Wigner-Eckart theorem [6]. However the decomposition is given by
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(21+ n- 2)Xey = u + r2dy/dxe. (3.10)

It may be verified that if y is in A , then u is in Ap +,. Thus (21 + n — 2)se Y = U +

W, where U in Hp+, and W in Hp_ x are explicitly known.

Now we are ready to complete the proof for the classical Heisenberg model. We

have 2 = Sz' and spaces H¡ = ® . tt*H¡ decomposing L2(2, li0), where li0 is the

product measure. The space H, consists of the spherical harmonics of degree lj on

the sphere S.

A measure ju belonging to C(2)* has restrictions fi(l) to the spaces H,. The

restriction /!(/) is an element of the dual space H* of the Hilbert space H¡ and so

has a Hilbert space norm || fi(l)\\2. Let ß be the sequence of such restrictions and

|| fi\\2 the corresponding numerical sequence of norms. We define the norm || ju|| =

Il II MII2II00 as me supremum of these norms.

We shall see that \\A~x*B*ii\\ < 8^||p,|| in this norm. Let Y be in H,. We

estimate

\(a-x*b*ll, y>| = \(,x,BA-xYy\ <2|<m, v-IyH Í3-11)
j

We know that A~XY = X(l)~xY, where X(/) = 27 X(l/). So we need only estimate

BjY.
This term By Y is ß times a sum of 2v terms of the form dj(ak ■ oßg ldjY. It

follows from Lemma 1 that the L2(S, w) norm of such a term, considered as a

function of o, alone, is bounded by (-X(lj))x,/2 times the same norm of Y. Since this

estimate is independent of ak, we may integrate over the remaining spins and

conclude that the L2(2, ¡u^,) norm of the term is bounded by the same constant

times the L2(2, li0) norm of Y.

Next we need to see to which spaces these terms belong. Let ex, . . ., en be an

orthonormal basis for R". Then ak ■ Oj = 2,-(afc • e¡)(e¡ ■ oj) and thus

dj(ok-oJ) = ^(ak-ei)d(eraJ). (3.12)
i

Thus

dj(ok ■ aj)g-ldj Y=^(ok- e,) d(e, ■ Oj)g-xdj Y. (3.13)
i

By Lemma 2, as a function of ak and a, this belongs to the direct sum of the four

spaces H[ ±x ® Hl±x. It follows that as a function on 2 it is a sum of four terms

belonging to spaces Hr. Since those spaces are orthogonal, each of these terms

individually has L2(2, /íq) norm bounded by (-X(^))1/2 times the L2(2, u^) norm of

Y.

It follows from the above analysis that BjY is a sum of 8v terms belonging to

various spaces Hr, each with norm bounded by ¿S(-A(^))1/2|| y||2. Thus

Kit, BjA~xYy\ < 8^(-X(/y)),/2(-A(/))-,|| T||2. (3.14)

Since X(l) = 2y X(lj), we conclude that

\{ii,BA'xYy\<%vß\\Y\\2. (3.15)

This is the required estimate.
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